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Abstract:  This report describes simulation and improvement of Toru Wakahara online

Recognition Algorithms. Toru Wakahara’s method primarily solves the one_to_one stroke

correspondence problem with both the stroke number and stroke order variations common in

Chinese and Japanese handwriting.  In this paper, it proposes two kinds of  complementary

algorithms: one dissolves excessive mapping and the other dissolves deficient      mapping.

 Their joint use realizes stable optimal stroke correspondence without combinatorial

explosion. Also, three kinds of inter_stroke distances are devised to deal with stroke con-

catenation or splitting and heavy shape distortion.
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1. General

For large alphabet  language, like Japanese and Chinese, handwriting input using an online

recognition  technique is essential for input accuracy and speed. There  exist   difficulties  in hand-

written kanji and Chinese character recognition:

(1) A great number character categories

(2) Complicated character shapes

(3) Existence of similar character shapes

(4) A large variety of handwritten character shapes

     In current character recognition, there are two trends: one is statistical recognition. It extracts the

high dimension feature such as direction element Feature, which obtains 97.76% recognition rate

for ETL9B
[1]

. The other is nonlinear pattern matching such as elastic matching 
[2]

, Dynamic

Programming
[3]

, LAT algorithms
[4]

. Moreover, stroke is the most basic unit of shape representation

and discrimination
[5]

 , online  recognition techniques have the great advantage of being able to

extract the stroke information.

2. The principle of this algorithms

The most important part of Toru wakahara’s algorithms is Stroke Correspondence Determination. It

effectively overcomes combination problem for searching true optimal correspondence, giving a

good correspondence.  As follows, the problem solved by this method is described.

Denote two sets of strokes by  R={R1  ,..., Rm} and T={T1,..., Tn} (M≥N) ,then calculate a  set of  M

times N interstroke distance between R and T:

)1,1.(
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The  optimal N-pairs stroke correspondence problem is the formulated as:

This is an assignment problem (AP). The AP has been solved by many methods including the

Hungarian method and Simplex method 
[6,7,8]

.  AI-JIA HSIEH 
[9]

 implement the Hungarian method

for online handwritten chinese recognition. It uses stroke_segment as the matching unit. But it is

not good for cursive handwriting because stroke_segment is not stable. Toru Wakahara’s

algorithms are more robust.

3. Practical advice  for obtaining good recognition rate

As for as Toru Wakahara’s method is said, the key is stroke correspondence. First, the measure

distance of stroke similarity is very important. If the measure distance is not designed well, the

recognition rate is not high. Second, a problem is how to select reference effectively. Third,

improving the classification accuracy is indispensable to facilitate candidate selection. One good

choice is to reinforce the ability of clustering methods and statistical discriminate functions to the

fullest extent in OCR technique. The improved Directional Element Feature of Ning Sun 
[1]

 and

Teuvo Kohenon’s SOM(Self_Organizing Mapping)
[10]

 and LVQ 
[11]

 are all good method of coarse

classification.

4. Installation of the program package

4.1 Installation in win95

At First, you should use winzip to extract the compressed file document.zip. Second, you

should copy exectuting files into a directory. The steps are as follows:

md C:\dong2

copy dictionary.bin  C:\dong2

copy test.dat C:\dong2

copy mathtool.reg C:\dong2

copy strokeorderfree.exe C:\dong2

copy mlibvc0.dll C:\windows\system

4.2 Software and hardware environment requirement

.,...,2,1...:

...)()(},,...,2,1{)(..

)2.......(......................................................min),( )()(
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Visual++5.0 in Win95 implements the program package. It must be executed in win95 or

Windows NT. Because dictionary requires about 6M memory, the RAM should be more

than 32M.

5. File formats

         5.1. Data file format

The input data is stored in binary form as a list of entries.

The online data format for a character is as follows:

.Ci : Category code of i_th data         (unsigned short)

.Si : The number of strokes of i_th data          (unsigned short)

.Pij :The number of points of  j_th stroke in i_th data (unsigned short)

.xijk: k-th point’s x-axis value of j_th stroke in i_th data (short)

.yijk: k-th point’s y-axis value of j_th stroke in i_th data  (short)

           :

Ci

Si

Pi1

Xi11 Yi11

         :            :

Xi1Pi1 Yi1Pi1

Pij

Xij1 Yij1

           :            :

XijPij Yijpij
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Fig.1 Online Data Format

5.2  Result file format

The output data is stored in binary form as a list of category code.  For example, if 10 candidate

output, top 10 category codes in increasing order of MeasureDistance are stored.

5.3 Error file format

It is the same as 5.1

6. Application of this package

6.1 Create dictionary

Click the menu bar Procedure of main menu, then popup menu appears. Select menu Item

Create Dictionary. This process takes about two days in Pentium II . The flowchart of how to

Create Dictionary is described in Readme.Doc

6.2 Display Chinese character after normalization

Click the menu bar Procedure of main menu, the popup menu appears.  Select Display

Chinese. A dialog appears, then you select button Browse, select your normalized file. You

could compare the moment normalized character with both original character and nonlinear

normalized character. Moreover, it can display stroke order of one character.

6.3  Demonstration of recognition

Click the menu bar Procedure of main menu , the popup menu appears, select Recognition.

One dialog appears. There are three ways for your selection.

(1). Select radio button (Recognition),then click button Browse, An OpenFile Dialog

appears, select your recognized file, then click button Begin. The program begin to

recognition , the input sample and recognized result both appear in dialog.

(2). Select radio button (Demonstration) and radio button Step_into, then click button

Browse, A OpenFile Dialog appears, select your recognized file. Click button Begin,

finally click button Step_Into, you can observe the stroke matching of each loop of

Excessive Mapping Matching, Deficient Mapping Matching, Advanced Linkage.

(3). Select radio button (Demonstration) and radio button Step_Over, then click button

Browse. An OpenFile Dialog appears, select your recognized file. Click button Begin,

finally click button Step_Over, you can observe the stroke matching of the whole
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function of Excessive Mapping Matching, Deficient Mapping Matching, Advanced

Linkage.

    6.4  Test

Click the menu bar Procedure of main menu, then popup menu appears. Select Test, a dialog

appears. Click  the button Begin. After Test, the filename of Result file is “result.dat”.   

 

6.5 Statistical  recognition rate

Click the menu bar Procedure of main menu, then popup menu appears. Select Statistic Result,

a dialog appears, select the button Begin.  After a while , Recognition Rate , 5rd Candidate Rate

,10 Candidate Rate are given.

7. Description of some parts of the program of this package

7.1  Normalization
The standard two-dimensional discrete moments mpq of image f(x, y)

will vary for a given shape depending on the spatial position of the object . Translation

invariance is obtained using the central moments[12]

They indicate the center of the object. Scaling invariant central moments are obtained by the

normalization 
[12]

.
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In practice, according to the characteristic of online recognition, the following equations are

given.

where  dI   is the length of  I-th stroke segment . n  is the number of stroke segment

m10 , m01  are given in the document  chinese.cpp

   7.2  Feature point selection

Second moment of the pattern around the origin is set at the predetermined value 400.  Feature

point selection is performed using stroke segment length value equal to 10 in author’s paper.

However, By my experiment, stroke segment length equal to 4 is better than 10. If stroke

segment length is smaller, recognition rate is not improved.  In opposite, it increases computation

time greatly.

7.3 Measure of stroke similarity

In Toru wakahara’s method, measure of input stroke and reference stroke is defined by inter-

stroke distance. Though it is good measure, it has a fault that doesn’t describe the shape of the

stroke. Moreover, it doesn’t take consideration to structure information such Topology feature as

hole, fork and so on.

7.4 Stroke correspondence

In the excessive mapping matching and deficient mapping matching algorithms, the importance

of different stroke of one category is the same.  In fact, some strokes are not important for a

correct recognition.  In opposite, it might result in misrecognition.  Therefore, a new concept

regarding stroke rank is necessary. The essence of stroke rank information is to flexibly represent
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the role of each stroke, when written in the cursive style, while using templates formed in the

block style 
[13]

. This procedure may be done manually. But it is good to form stroke rank

information by computer in training. Through stroke rank information, a weighted measure of

strokes is also defined.  Detailed information  is described  in a paper[14]
.

7.5 How to choose reference in dictionary

In Toru wakahara’s method,  “prototype” means a template generated by averaging x-y

coordinate values of feature points over learning samples for each character.  But it needs correct

stroke-number and correct stroke order learning samples. For correct stroke order, there exist

some difficulty in practice. In the package, good template is generated by using excessive

mapping, deficient mapping and Linkage method. In addition, several template for each character

is stored in dictionary. Details about these are described in Readme.Doc

7.6 Inter-pattern distance

In author's paper, the permissible maximal numbers of stroke splitting and concatenations per

character were set at α=2 and β=10, respectively. In other words, it permits rejection. But in my

experiment there is no rejection. In inter-pattern distance , I introduce a weight

max(M,N)/min(M,N) .The inter-pattern distance of fine classification is defined as:

Where M and N are stroke numbers of input pattern and reference pattern respectively.

7.7 selective stroke linkage method

In author's paper, selective stroke linkage method is reasonable in most cases. But in some cases,

I thought it has a fault. For example

)9...(........................................).........,min(/),(.).,min(/),max(
*

2 NMdNMNMD TR ii
fi
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Fig 1. Selective Stroke linkage

In author's method, R1, R2, R3 are concatenated. Whether R4 is concatenated into R3 or R5 is

related with R3, R4, R5, T2, T1.  But my method is followed: First  R1,R2,R3 are concatenated

into a stroke R123, then whether R4 is concatenated into R123 or R5 is determined by R123, R5,

R4, T1,T2. In my experment,  I compare their recognition rate. My improved method increases

recognition rate by 0.7%.

8. Analysis of misrecognition cause

There are two main cause of misrecognition in the cursive style. The first, shown in Fig.2(a), is the

existence of similarly shaped but different chinese characters. For this problems Toru Wakahara

thinks that it is possible to devise a kind of nonlinear shape normalization technique that will

enhance the discriminative shape differences. But a nonlinear normalization has been used to test,

recognition rate is not improved. Therefore I think that a similar measure should be devised.

Combined with the topology feature of character image, it maybe improves the ability of

discrimination. The other is excessive shape distortion as shown in Fig..2(b).  This problem is more

difficult because the cursive style strongly depends on the individual’s writing style. Hence, it is

promising to develop a learnable or custom_built online handwriting recognizer for each individual
[5]

.
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Fig.2(a)
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Fig.2(b)

9. Training and test condition

Training and test are based on online simplified Chinese database of Character Recognition

Laboratory. There are 3213 categories in training and test.

Training sample: 100 patterns for one category

Testing sample  : 30  patterns for one category
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10. Result of Recognition

Fig.2 shows the obtained cumulative classification rates by stroke matching approach through

moment normalization, where the cumulative classification rate at the n-th order is the rate that the

correct category is included within the top n candidates.

Table 1 shows the exact result of recognition rate.

  1   2    3   4   5  10  20  30 50  100  200 300 500

Rate 92.3 94.8 95.6 95.9 96.2 96.6 96.8 96.9 97.1 97.7 99.7 99.8 99.8

Table 1  cumulative recognition rate(%) of  moment normalization

The following Table is recognition result through nonlinear normalization 
[15]

.

             1            2             5            10
Cumulative rate        92.4%        94.7%           96.8%          97.0%

Table 2. Result of recognition Using nonlinear normalization
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